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INSTRUCTION MANUAL

COMPLETION OF INSTRUCTION MANUAL NI-221E CONCERNING PRESSURE SWITCHES SERIES
MAH/G, MWH/G, INSTRUCTION MANUAL NI-281E CONCERNING PRESSURE SWITCHES SERIES PCAP/G AND PCS-P/G AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL NI-290E CONCERNING PRESSUSRE SWITCHES
PXA_P/G AND PXS_P/G
1. FOREWORD
Pressure switches series MAH/G, MWH/G, series PCA-P/G, PCS-P/G and series PXA-P/G, PXS-P/G feature a diaphragm
sensor operated by a piston. Because of their particular principle of operation, the paragraph 5 of Instruction Manuals NI221E, NI-281E and paragraph 6 of Instruction Manuals NI-290E, is to be completed as follows.
2. CALIBRATION
2.1 Foreword
First of all state:
• A - if the set point is to actuate either with INCREASING pressure or with DECREASING pressure;
• B - which are the values of: set point (Pi), and, normal working pressure (Pw).
Note: In case of INCREASING pressure, the set point Pi should be comprised between 40% and 90% of the adjustable
range. In case of DECREASING pressure, the set point Pi should be comprised between 10% and 60% of the adjustable
range.
2.2 Calibration with INCREASING pressure.
Rough adjustment.
Calibrate the pressure switch at the set point Pi by increasing pressure starting from atmospheric pressure.
Fine adjustment.
Once carried out the rough adjustment, calibrate the pressure switch at the set point Pi by increasing pressure starting from
the normal working pressure Pw.
2.3 Calibration with DECREASING pressure.
Rough adjustment.
Calibrate the pressure switch at the set point Pi by decreasing pressure starting from full range pressure.
Fine adjustment.
Once carried out the rough adjustment, calibrate the pressure switch at the set point Pi by decreasing pressure starting from
the normal working pressure Pw.
2.4 Remarks.
• The accuracy of set point calibration depends on both pressure switch repeatability and accuracy of pressure gauge
used for calibration. Accuracy class and range of testing gauge are to be consistent with both the desired calibration
accuracy and the pressure switch range.
• Check of set point repeatability shall be carried out by measuring three times the set point value Pi still with
INCREASING or with DECREASING pressure always starting from the same pressure value
(e.g.: three cycles Pw → Pi → Pw).
• Change of pressure during cycles should be applied slowly in order to enable measurement of set point actuation value
with enough accuracy.
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Tutti i dati, le affermazioni e le raccomandazioni fornite con questo
manuale sono basate su informazioni da noi ritenute attendibili.
Poiché le condizioni di impiego effettivo sono al di fuori del nostro
controllo, i nostri prodotti sono venduti sotto la condizione che sia lo
stesso utilizzatore a valutare tali condizioni prima di adottare le nostre
raccomandazioni per lo scopo o l'uso da lui previsto.
Il presente documento è di proprietà della ETTORE CELLA SPA e
non può essere riprodotto in nessun modo, né usato per scopi diversi
da quelli per i quali viene fornito.

All data, statements and recommendations made herein are based
upon information we believe to be reliable.
Conditions of use being beyond our control, our products are sold on
the condition that the user himselfs will evaluate them as well as our
recommendations before adopting them for own purposes or use.
This document is the property of the ETTORE CELLA SPA and shall
not be reproduced in any manner, nor used for any purpose other
than for which it is specifically furnished.
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